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Quickstrike FC and Beekman Youth SC Build Strategic Alliance
“We are United”
Quickstrike FC (QSFC) has entered into a long term Strategic Alliance with Beekman Youth
Soccer Club (BYSC) starting in the fall of the 2015/16 Season and beyond.
QSFC’s mission as a club is to unite the Hudson Valley and create a soccer platform second to
none. Our vision is to share our culture, passion, developmental techniques and business
processes with surrounding integrated geographic QSFC Strategic Alliances.
BYSC will be our Strategic Alliance in Dutches County (QSFC DC). We are very excited and
proud to partner with such an established organization that has a well built foundation. The
BYSC takes pride in the positive environment and community feel that it has built. This alliance
will allow that community pride to flourish, keep the club identity and help children grow on and
off the field.
QSFC Executive Director Jesse Kolmel stated; “Our goal is to unite the Hudson Valley and
create a foundation to develop players starting at a young age. We are thrilled that Beekman
Youth Soccer Club will be our first strategic alliance. By partnering our organizations, we will
be able to provide opportunities for all level players".
Beekman Youth Soccer Club President Jim Bohrman stated; “One of the most intriguing aspects
of the QSFC-BYSC alliance is that although Quickstrike will be adding value to the Beekman
travel program, they are also dedicated to training players and coaches in the recreation program
so that the building blocks of soccer fundamentals are instilled at an early age. This commitment
to our youth, makes this alliance beneficial to BYSC as a whole.”
There will be more information/news coming soon about opportunities presented by both QSFC
and BYSC. Stay tuned…
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